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Abstract
During manufacturing scale-up of a new product, new failure modes often surface which require
corrective action. However, as production numbers of an insulin injection device pass 200
million per year, testing continues to find sub-assemblies with too-high injection forces,
seemingly at random. Up until now, no corrective action has been effective in preventing these
problems. These non-conforming sub-assemblies cause batches to be rejected, reducing the
production yield at Sanofi's Site Frankfurt Devices (SFD) production facility.
This thesis describes the current state of rejected batch problem solving and explores the
application of new methods to better understand the root problems and improve the process.
Frequency spectra analysis of testing data using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), combined with
device physics, identified the key interaction points within the sub-assemblies. This model of
part interactions has been verified through testing of purpose-built defective pieces and
examination of defective parts. The verified model was then used to identify which components
within sub-assemblies cause non-conformances. The root causes of several failure codes were
determined, and results were further confirmed by rebuilding and retesting subassemblies with
the identified problem components. These results confirm the usefulness of this novel
application of frequency analysis to a new field of industrial troubleshooting. Various
improvement and control methods are explored and next steps recommended for Sanofi to
further improve quality control processes and thereby the production yield.
The opinions expressed herein are solely those of the author and do not necessarily relect those
of Sanofi S.A.
Thesis Supervisor: Roy Welsch
Title: Professor of Statistics and Management Science, MIT Sloan School of
Management
Thesis Supervisor: Jung-Hoon Chun
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1 Introduction
Plastic injection molding (IM), with its low cost, high run rates, and good precision, has become the
technology of choice for manufacturing of high volume products. As the technology has improved,
manufacturers have gone beyond making single components to making entire assemblies purely out of
plastic IM parts. This adds complexity and raises the bar for individual part tolerances. As with any high
volume process, certain defect modes often do not present themselves until ramp up of production.
These growing pains are expected, and Sanofi - a worldwide leader in the pharmaceutical medical
device industries - is well versed in troubleshooting IM manufacturing defects during production ramp
up. However, seemingly random defects have continued to spring up throughout ramp up and into the
full production phase of a major medical device. These defects often have no readily apparent root
cause and are a ripe opportunity for applying new analytical tools.

1.1 General Problem Statement
Sanofi faces strong and growing demand for its insulin injection devices. Subassemblies from suppliers
are a key part of the supply chain, but if testing of samples shows abnormal functioning, entire batches
of subassemblies must be rejected and discarded. The 2011-2012 rejection rate of greater than 2%

sabotages their ability to meet demand in a key market. In order to reduce the rejection rate of
subassembly batches, root causes for heretofore unexplained non-conformances must be identified.
Various efforts by Sanofi and its suppliers have attempted to correct defects and improve the control of
the manufacturing process. However, root causes for the majority of testing failure types have yet to be

discovered.
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1.2 Goals
The purpose of this work with Sanofi was three fold: to identify new processes for the identification of

root causes of defective parts, determine the root causes of all current failure types, and recommend
process and design improvements to prevent further recurrence of these issues. This thesis explores the
application of new root cause analysis techniques - including spectrum frequency analysis and factorial
testing - to high volume medical device manufacturing. The application of spectrum frequency analysis,
which is frequently used for bearing analysis in machine diagnostics, to plastic IM assemblies is novel
and provides a new and powerful tool for root cause analysis. This work also shows the applicability of
this tool beyond its normal usage, hopefully providing the inspiration for further innovation in applying

mechanical analysis tools beyond the areas where they are already routine.

1.3 General Approach and Results
Steps were first taken to understand the previous efforts to rectify the problem of rejected batches,
which primarily used batch level statistics. There is significant documentation of these attempts in the
form of official supplier Corrective and Preventative Action (CAPA) reports, in addition to internal
records of improvement testing. Benchmarking of supplier sampling and testing methods also provides
valuable context for understanding how defective sub-assemblies reach the final manufacturing site.
Frequency spectrum analysis is then applied to sub-assembly data and is shown to be valuable in
identifying which interactions between parts are causing non-conformances in cases where clear defects
cannot be found during examination of the device. From these results, identified problem parts are
assembled with brand new parts and retested, the results of which confirm the predictions made by the
spectrum analysis. With the root causes of major failure modes confirmed, simple improvements to the
manufacturing process and the device design are tested, but are shown to be ineffective in preventing
non-conformances. Building on these results, recommendations are made for improved process
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controls, the application of spectrum analysis and part confirmation testing, and further design
improvement testing.

1.4 Thesis Organization
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the manufacturing problem and thesis approach and organization.
Chapter 2 contains background information on insulin injection devices, Site Frankfurt Devices where
Sanofi produces most of its devices, and the injection device supply chain.
Chapter 3 reviews literature surrounding plastic injection molding, sampling and testing requirements,

and frequency spectra analysis.
Chapter 4 compares and contrasts supplier quality methods and the incidence of rejected batches.

Chapter 5 discusses several different methods for determining causes of defective devices, with
examples drawn from work done at Sanofi.
Chapter 6 describes a sample of device improvement tests and discusses their implications.

Chapter 7 summarizes the key results from root cause analysis and improvement efforts and provides
recommendations on future work and applications.

2 Background
Sanofi is a global healthcare company headquartered in Paris, France, with operations in more than 100
countries. Within its diversified portfolio of healthcare offerings, Sanofi has long been a leader in
providing insulin to diabetes patients with over 85 years of experience in the market. [1]
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2.1 Site Frankfurt Devices
Sanofi produces insulin injection devices at Site Frankfurt Devices (SFD) in Frankfurt, Germany. The
commitment to patients is exemplified in the site vision statement: "We deliver convenient to use, safe

and effective medical devices for all patients who require self-treatment to manage their disease." Site
Frankfurt Device's portfolio of products (Figure 1) includes several reusable and disposable options for
insulin injection devices.

Figure 1. Images of insulin injection devices produced by Sanofi

These devices are shipped throughout the world and the site is therefore subject to inspections by
global regulatory agencies including those from Germany, the US, and Brazil. A new production facility
with capacity in the millions of devices was constructed in 2006 in order to meet the high demand. It is
here that recurring issues with non-conforming batches of one of Sanofi's devices have resulted in
negative financial impacts and higher pressure to meet volume requirements.
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2.2 Insulin Injection Devices
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), diabetes is a chronic disease
"marked by high levels of blood glucose resulting from defects in insulin production, insulin action, or
-

both." [2] In the United States - Sanofi's single largest market for insulin and insulin injection devices

diabetes affects more than 25 million or 8% of the population, and more than a quarter of diagnosed
adults require regular insulin to help control blood glucose levels. [2] Called combination products by
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [3], prefilled insulin injection devices can be more accurate
and convenient for patients than syringes. They provide easy dosage control and simplified use when
compared with alternatives. These devices are either reusable or disposable. With reusable devices,
patients can change out the insulin cartridge when they have used up all of the medication. Patients

using disposable versions can simply discard the entire device and use a new prefilled device. The
second option is often considered more convenient as patients do not need to deal with small parts and
potentially complicated reassembly. This is especially important for the infirm or elderly. In order to
keep costs down, the disposable options are constructed almost entirely of plastic injection molded
parts. The most important feature for both types of devices is "easy push-button injection" which is also
the number one reason for patients to change brands. Due to the importance of this feature Sanofi
places strict limits on the injection force required to operate its devices.

In order to prevent high injection force devices from reaching consumers, device samples are
destructively tested from each batch before filling with insulin occurs; if injection force exceeds the limit

the entire batch of part sub-assemblies is rejected from use with production and discarded.

2.3 Supply Chain
In addition to high volume manufacturing, SFD also houses supply chain management for its devices.
An established network of suppliers from across Europe does the primary manufacturing: sourcing raw
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materials, plastic injection molding of parts, and assembly of these parts into subassemblies known as
mechanics. The mechanic houses the device mechanism which provides dosage control and dispensing.
The mechanics are vertically packed into plastic carrying trays, each holding approximately 200 pieces,
and shipped to SFD for final assembly and filling with insulin. Each direct supplier produces the exact
same mechanics, with only minor shape and color variations for use with different types of insulin. The
overall supply chain is not particularly complex and each mechanic is traceable to the supplier and
assembly line, while each individual part is traceable to the injection mold used to create it.
Suppliers perform various quality control measures on their production processes. Individual parts are
sampled regularly during injection molding and checked for dimensional accuracy using high tolerance
coordinate measuring machines. Operators and quality staff supplement these measurements with
frequent visual inspections. After subassembly, sampling of completed mechanics is carried out.
Sampled units are split between the supplier and Sanofi. The supplier tests their mechanics on
automated testing equipment (ATE) which has been calibrated to match the ATE's at SFD, which will be
used for final batch acceptance or rejection. The units for Sanofi's incoming batch testing are
segregated in a tray marked for the SFD quality department and shipped with the rest of the batch.
Upon arrive in Frankfurt the sampled mechanics are tested on one of Sanofi's ATE's. If the number and
severity of non-conformances surpass specified quality thresholds, further sampling testing of the batch
is carried out to determine final acceptance or rejection of the batch.
The ATE (see Figure 2) is fully automated and measures each mechanic's function and appearance on a
variety of important quantitative variables and qualitative characteristics. For the purposes of this thesis,
the most important variable measured is the injection force. Not only is the ease of injection the most
important feature according to patients as discussed in section 2.2 Insulin Injection Devices, but it is also
the characteristic which causes the majority of non-conformances and batch rejections. A piston within
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the machine models the resistance to the mechanism provided by the insulin cartridge, allowing for a
valid comparison with actual user experience. The injection force is measured across multiple injection

cycles of the mechanic. There are two specification thresholds for injection force. Mechanics exhibiting
injection force in a range slightly above normal are designated "stiff" mechanics. While stiff mechanics
may not be noticeable during normal operation, they are still tightly controlled. Mechanics
demonstrating even higher injection forces are labeled "blocked," and have even tighter controls placed
on them. The allowable limit for numbers of stiff and blocked mechanisms is set according to their
acceptable quality limit (AQL), the batch size, and sample size according to ISO standard 2859-1.

Figure 2. Pictures of the Automatic Testing Equipment (ATE)
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3 Literature Review
The following literature review addresses the manufacturing process, regulatory requirements, and

analysis techniques used for the insulin injection devices. This thesis builds on machine analysis tools
(frequency analysis) which have been in use for more than 50 years. However, this appears to be the
first instance of applying these tools to a plastic injection molded part, so much of the discussion here
must be translated into very different working terms (for example, in machine analysis frequencies are
commonly in the 1000's; in this thesis, the highest frequency is approximately 40Hz).

3.1 Plastic Injection Molding
Injection molding is widely used for consumer and commercial products, as it is a very economical way
to manufacture small plastic components. The process also provides high rates of production along with
excellent control over part dimensions [4], two factors which make it an excellent choice for producing
disposable medical devices.
In a basic form of the process, plastic granules or pellets are fed into a ram or screw-type plunger (Figure
3) which melts the plastic and then forces the material under pressure into a mold, creating the desired
shape [5]. When the part has sufficiently solidified and cooled, the mold is opened and the part ejected.
The entire process is very fast, with cycle times as low as five seconds, and lends itself to automation.
Molds with multiple cavities create more than one part with each shot of the press, further enabling
high production volume. Parts produced can be quite complex, with even interior and exterior threads
possible through the use of moving and unscrewing mandrels. [4]
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Figure 3. Diagram of an injection molding machine.

Created by Brendan Rockey, University of Alberta Industrial Design, for Injection Molding Wikipedia article.

Plastic injection molding quality is heavily dependent on mold quality and design and various process
characteristics such as temperature, pressure, and moisture [5]. Defects such as incorrect dimensions,
flash, and short shots, for example, can cause significant detriments to final part operation. As molds
wear over time, dimensions can fall out of the specified tolerances, and cavities may become damaged
and transfer that damage to the plastic parts. If the injection pressure is too high or the mold clamping
pressure too low, flash can occur where molten plastic seeps out of the cavity causing a thin layer of
excess material to be attached to the part. Short shot is when not enough material enters the mold to

finish the part and can be caused by low injection pressure or temperature, insufficient material, etc. It
is also possible for parts to become bent or warped during ejection from the mold cavity. Even if not
readily apparent to the naked eye, defects such as these can easily cause the part to fail during
operation, especially for moving parts such as those used in insulin injection devices. Because of the
many factors affecting injection molding quality, trial runs to test mold design and determine injection
process parameters are usually performed before full production begins. [5]
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3.2 ISO Testing Requirements
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is an international federation of national

standards bodies; it drafts standards through technical committees which are then approved by the
member bodies. [6] Sanofi's ISO certified quality management system utilizes several ISO standards to

ensure quality. This section includes a brief summary of the ISO sampling requirements which Sanofi
uses to inspect insulin injection mechanisms for batch release. By following the procedures laid out in
ISO 2859 Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes, the certification "inspection in compliance

with ISO 2859" can be used.
The type of inspection used is called "inspection by attributes" in which each inspected item is classified
as "conforming or nonconforming to a specified requirement..." [6]. In this case, the requirement is

whether or not the mechanic is stiff or blocked according to the injection force limits imposed by Sanofi.
The sampling plans contain the sample size to be inspected, the number of allowed nonconformances,
and the rejection number, the number of nonconformances which will cause the entire lot to be
rejected. The sampling plan depends on the lot or batch size, the process quality, as well as the
acceptance quality limit (AQL); the AQL is the maximum percentage of nonconformances in the
underlying process which a sampling plan will be designed to encourage the process to surpass. So if
the AQL is 2.5%, then the sampling regimen should invoke tightened inspection and eventual
discontinuation of sampling inspection if the underlying process average has a defect rate above 2.5%.
In general, the sample size will be slightly larger for larger lot sizes, and it will decrease if the process
quality is shown to be consistently meeting requirements. Samples for inspection are to be drawn by
simple random sampling. [6]
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3.3 Frequency Analysis
"Every rotating machine exhibits a characteristic vibration signal... [which] is the sum total of the design,
manufacture, application, and wear of each of its components." [7] Frequency analysis is the process of

breaking down this signal into its constituent parts in order to identify which component(s) are causing
or are about to cause problems for machine operation. This method has many advantages, among
which is the ability to perform the analysis while running the machine and without invasive inspection.
Frequency analysis utilizes the Fourier transform to take data measured as a time series and convert it

into the frequency domain. This technique has been applied to relating machine frequencies to specific
physical causes for a very long time, but it wasn't until the fast Fourier transform (FFT) was devised in

1965 [8] that this technique could be rapidly deployed [7]. The use of an FFT analyzer in machine
analysis, especially bearing analysis, is well defined and commonly used in maintenance departments
around the world. The steps have been simplified and codified such that technicians on the front lines
can easily apply them to gain valuable insights. Here is one such guideline for doing this analysis [9]:
1.

Collect useful information

2.

Analyze spectral data

3.

Use additional techniques to identify faults/defects

4.

Perform root cause analysis

5.

Reporting and planning actions.

The guide published by the SKF Group, a major manufacturer of machine components, includes full
details on how to follow these steps to identify machine faults. The issues surrounding machine
vibration are well understood, to the point that standards for evaluating the severity of vibration have
been generalized for different types of machines and machine mounting systems, as seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The severity of vibration velocity for different classes of machines.

On the other end of the academic spectrum, there are numerous published articles on advanced
techniques for identifying bearing faults within machinery and other equipment [10] [11]1. However, for
a first foray of frequency analysis into the realm of plastic injection molded products, the analysis
described here will be limited to the most basic frequency analysis techniques. The above guidelines
closely mirror the actions taken by the author in performing this work.

4 Supplier Comparison
Supplier quality and production processes were evaluated for defect occurrences of a certain type to
identify potential improvements to process controls and quality testing. This would enable faster and
more effective corrective and preventative action towards these defects.

The Journal of Sound and Vibration has many excellent articles on this subject.
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4.1 Sampling and Inspection Procedures
While Sanofi has common quality and testing agreements - including sample sizes - with its suppliers,
each supplier still has its own processes for sampling of mechanics. Here we will compare and contrast
the sampling procedures of two suppliers (designated "Beta" and "Epsilon") and discuss how these may

affect process and product quality.
At both facilities, plastic injection molding and final assembly are collocated in a designated clean
manufacturing area (level set by medical device manufacturing requirements). The quality testing lab is
in an enclosed room within the manufacturing hall enabling convenient access and smooth
communication flow. Fully assembled mechanics are checked on a variety of factors including injection
force. Key to this process is how tested parts are chosen or sampled.
The automated equipment performs assembly steps on several mechanics at once which travel together
along the line on carriers. The positions on the carriers are called tracks. At supplier Beta, quality
inspections start with the assembly operators who perform visual checks on mechanics every hour.
Operators take parts from all assembly tracks at the end of assembly before loading on shipping trays
occurs. Mechanics are manually tested for high injection forces, which can catch blocked mechanics but
a person's feel may not be precise enough to catch stiff mechanics. When operator detects problems,
and the defect is assembly related, problem fixing occurs immediately at production line.

For batch release testing, the same two trays of mechanics are picked out from each batch, one from
halfway through the batch and one from near the end. These trays are taken to the quality area where
half of each tray is set aside for internal testing and the other two halves are combined and sent to
Sanofi for incoming batch testing. The number of mechanics the supplier and Sanofi test is set by ISO
testing levels according to the acceptable quality level for the devices (discussed in 3.2 ISO Testing
Requirements).
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In contrast, mechanics for release testing are sampled during the automated tray loading process at
supplier Epsilon. For each tray transport pallet per batch a set number of samples are automatically

sampled to ensure good testing coverage of the batch. Track information as well as the order in which
mechanics were assembled is recorded throughout the sampling and tray loading processes. Then,
similar to supplier Beta, Epsilon quality control department visually inspects and then tests in an
automated test equipment (ATE) a percentage of the sampled parts and sends the rest to Sanofi with
the batch.
When Epsilon's quality control department finds stiff and blocked mechanics, they do have further

recourse due to the extra information collected. If the defect is assembly related, and knowing which
track the problem mechanic comes from greatly narrows down the search for the cause in the assembly
equipment.

4.2 Batch Reject Rates
Despite the fact that both suppliers have excellent manufacturing spaces and test similar numbers of
final mechanics, the extra effort and investment put into automated sampling, recording track
information, and consistent ATE force measurements, Epsilon is in a better position to catch
manufacturing problems early with a positive impact on overall quality levels. This is demonstrated in in
Table 1 which compares the percentage contribution to total rejected batches between the two
suppliers.

Table 1. Suppliers' percent of total reject batches (Sanofi incoming inspection)

Rejected Batches by Supplier
Supplier
2011
2012

2013

Beta

37%

33%

47%

Epsilon

59%

3%

12%
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Each supplier has different production rates (some suppliers have up to twice as much volume as others),
which makes this table inappropriate for direct comparisons between suppliers. However, the change in
percent of total rejected batches over time is striking, especially the large drop for Epsilon between
2011 and 2012.

After the preceding discussion on variation between suppliers' sampling and testing measures, the next
overview information to explore is the prevalence of the different failure codes. While a Pareto analysis
usually expects to show the effects of the important few compared to the insignificant many, in this case

it takes fully half of the failure codes to make up 80% of the total defective mechanisms (see Figure 5).
The most prevalent code has less than a 25% share of the total, while five codes come in at greater than

10%. This shows that there are many common defect types which need to be addressed.

Frequency of Failure Codes in 2012
- ------------------------------------- ---
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--------- - -- - -- -

-

- --
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0

--- - -50
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A

Figure 5. Pareto analysis of failure types

Not only are the number of non-conformances spread evenly across many different failure types, the

failure types are also spread extensively across suppliers (see Table 2). As with the percent of rejected
batches by supplier, this data is confounded by different production levels across suppliers. It is
noteworthy that comparative incidence rates can vary from supplier to supplier, with some failure codes
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only occurring in one supplier. However, the four most common failure types occur across all suppliers.

So the most important problems cannot be accounted for by merely looking at supplier differences.
Table 2. Percent of each failure code contributed by supplier

Supplier

Code

Code

Code

Code

Beta

A
100%

C
17%

D
2%

E
8%

15%

13%

Epsilon

Stiff Mechanics by Supplier__________
Code Code Code Code Code Code Code
F
30%

G

H
89%

V
3%

W
14%

X
32%

Total

Y
100%

18%

18% 15%

22%
11%

These graphics make it readily apparent that the problem of high injection forces is both diverse and
diffuse. Despite the large variety of failure types (and corresponding low occurrence rates for each one),
the highest priority issues need to be addressed at all suppliers.

5 Root Cause Analysis
When the Automated Testing Equipment (ATE) has measured high injection forces in a mechanic, there
are many available avenues for analyzing what caused the high forces. These root cause analysis
options fit into four main groups: part inspection and investigation, component and production incident
tracking, testing data analysis, and factorial retesting of parts. The first two correspond to the first two
sections, 5.1 Defective Parts Analysis and 5.2 Component Tracking; these methods are well established
at Sanofi and its primary suppliers. Next in section 5.3 Frequency Analysis, a new data analysis method
is described which builds on previous data categorization work. Necessary to this method is a fuller
understanding of Component Dynamics (5.4). Finally, section 5.5 shows how factorial retesting is not
only useful for sharpening and confirming results gained through other tracks of analysis, but also
provides new insights into the root causes of non-conformances.
Sanofi and its suppliers primarily measure production process health by tracking the number of

defective mechanics per batch over time. When there is an outbreak of more rejected batches than
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normal, further analysis into batch mean injection force takes place, but this is limited by the fact that
high injection force mechanics are not correlated with overall batch means. Occasionally statistical

testing is used to compare batches before, during, and after a period of higher reject rates, but these
have all shown no significant change, again because the focus is on the batch mean. More rigorous
application of statistical process control (SPC) tools could be helpful in tracking and controlling process
health. However, there is enough ambiguity in the system that information on overall process health
cannot drill down to the specific issue which causes an individual mechanic to demonstrate high
injection force. It is generally understood that creation of defective mechanics is out of control; the
main issue is understanding what is wrong with individual mechanics. For these reasons, defect root
cause analysis is the focus and SPC will not be covered in this thesis.

5.1 Defective Parts Analysis
The simplest way to search for the causes of high injection forces is to open up the mechanic and
examine the parts for injection molding defects and other failures. Disassembly of a mechanic is a
manual process which takes less than ten minutes; with the comparatively low numbers of total
defective mechanics, the disassembly time is not a serious constraint. Of greater concern is the
likelihood of damaging components while opening. As a safety feature for patients, disposable insulin
injection devices are designed specifically to prevent opening, making it difficult for technicians
investigating a part to open without causing serious damage to certain components. This damage
potentially obscures or confounds the true root cause. Furthermore, with different people opening
devices and originally lacking a standard method, there has often been significant variability in the
amount of damage caused by disassembly. This heightens the chance that the cause of high injection
force will be attributed to the wrong component or unable to be found at all. With the advent of a
focused task force on this issue, an improved method for mechanic opening with minimal damage has
been developed, although it has yet to be fully adopted by all stakeholders.
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Once a non-conforming mechanic has been opened, each component is visually inspected, with the use
of a magnifying glass helping to pick out less noticeable defects. The cavity numbers for the injection

mold dies are stamped into each component, so a fault from molding (e.g. short shot or flash) can be
traced back to a specific manufacturing part. Defects which are clearly not molding errors are more
difficult to track down as they can be introduced in material handling, the automated positioning
process, or any one of multiple final assembly steps at the supplier's manufacturing facility. Regardless,
once the high injection force can be directly attributed to a physical defect, the analysis process has
been successful for Sanofi, as specific feedback can be given to suppliers to track down the production
problem which caused the defect. Figure 6 shows examples of a molding defect (L) and an assembly or
handling defect (R).

Figure 6. Examples of physical defects which cause high injection forces

For variations in size or shape which are not visible during manual inspection, Sanofi can use x-ray
computed tomography (CT) scans. Perhaps most commonly recognized for wide usage in medical fields,
CT scans enable very exact views of the inside of objects without opening them. Rotating 2D scans
through 360* enables a 3D reconstruction of a component. This reconstruction can be imported into 3D
computer aided design (CAD) software for visual and dimensional comparison with the nominal part
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design and tolerances. The slightest deviation from specifications can then be identified. The problem
with using CT scans is the length of time required for setup and the fact that its resources are shared

across multiple departments. It is not possible to scan every single component of every non-conforming
device, so only the most conspicuous components receive scanning.
Computed tomography scans are not limited to single part analysis. The same machine can be used to
examine mechanics before disassembly. This enables checking for misalignment or component defects
that are at risk of being masked by the disassembly process. The example in Figure 7 below shows a
component defect which is the clear root cause of the high injection force. While CT scans of full
mechanics can reveal interference that would be lost once the part is opened, the severity of
interference or misalignment may be difficult to judge.

Figure 7. Computed tomography scan showing component defect
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5.2 Component Tracking
If the root cause of high injection force is not readily apparent from examining the mechanic, tracking its
production from start to finish can offer clues as to where the problem originated. At the highest level

this consists of checking which supplier production line assembled the mechanic and whether there has
been a recent increase in the number of failures produced on that line. By lining up batch production
dates with known process changes or other issues, the root causes of certain defects can be surmised.
To give a hypothetical example: a gripper for component X was replaced on a certain day because of
insufficient gripping force leading to assembly misalignment; this points to problems with alignment
being the cause of defective mechanics produced right before the issue was found and rectified.

Deeper investigation is also possible as individual parts are labeled with the injection mold cavity which
was used to produce them. Comparing the cavity numbers of recent rejected parts reveals potential
mold problems for further investigation. Discovering that recent defective mechanics contained several
components made on the same mold or molds enables investigators to focus their efforts and pay
special attention to these suspicious molds. The huge number of molds used in production precludes
their examination beyond normal preventative maintenance unless there is evidence such as high defect
rates from a single cavity.
If individual component investigation and tracking of process changes and component histories does not
discover the root cause of high injection forces, more analytical tools can be brought to bear as will be
discussed next.

5.3 Frequency Analysis
An application of frequency analysis is transforming time domain data into the frequency domain. The
Fourier transform is a mathematical algorithm which accomplishes this. For the purposes of this work,
the primary benefit is the decomposition of complex curves into their component parts; the signal is
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made up of periodic functions which represent the various part interactions causing the signal. Bearing
fault analysis in machinery utilizes this method, often with sound data, in order to determine which
bearing in a piece of equipment has worn down. The rotational movement of bearings creates a sound
which changes - increases in magnitude - if a bearing is worn out. However, in a complex machine with

many bearings rotating at different frequencies, finding the problem can be time-consuming and
difficult. By transforming data into the frequency domain, the major contributor(s) can be easily
identified. The component frequencies of the machine's sound are separated, and peaks clearly show
which frequency, and thus which rotational speed and which bearing, has worn out.

Following is an explanation of how frequency analysis can be used to identify the important
component interactions within a plastic IM assembly. Raw force data is transformed using Microsoft
Excel's Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which separates out important injection force components by their
frequency. The important frequencies are then translated into part movements (rotations or linear

reciprocations) over the course of the testing cycle. Important force components can then be matched
to contributing parts which have the same movement dynamics identified by the frequency analysis.
See Figure 8 below for an overview of this process.

Force Data

Separate force

Translate

components using
FFT

frequencies into
rotations

Figure 8. Process overview - determining root causes with frequency analysis
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5.3.1 Underpinnings of Frequency Analysis
We will start with a hypothetical example before moving on to an actual case from Sanofi. First we have
three curves, A, B, and C (Figure 9) which represent the contributions of three parts, A, B, and C. They
all have different frequencies and amplitudes, showing that the movement of some parts is faster or
slower and requires more or less force.

Curves A, B, and C
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Figure 9. Frequency analysis example - three periodic curves

When these three component curves are combined, we get a complex-looking curve with component

parts that are not easily recognizable. When just looking at the combined curve in Figure 10 (next page),
it would be extremely difficult to identify the specific component curves. This becomes more and more
difficult as more components are added.
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Figure 10. Frequency analysis example - complex curve from superposition of simple periodic curves

Transforming the data from the time domain to the frequency domain makes the component parts
obvious. This can be accomplished simply by using Microsoft Excel's Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), an
algorithm which creates a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the data. This gives the complex
coefficients of frequencies corresponding to the input time series data. These complex coefficients can
be converted to magnitudes by taking the square root of the squares of the real and complex parts. The
frequencies shown depend on the rate at which the original data is sampled. In this case, sampling of
example data occurred every .01 seconds, for a frequency of 100Hz. In Figure 11 below, there is clear
symmetry around the folding frequency of 50Hz (half of the sampling frequency). Fourier analysis
provides the complex coefficients for N/2 + 1 frequencies, where N is the number of time domain data
points collected. So the information after 50Hz is extraneous. Please see "Frequency Domain Using
Excel" [12] for a thorough step-by-step walkthrough of using Excel's FFT function to perform this type of
analysis.
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Figure 11. Example frequency analysis - frequency magnitude graph

Zooming in on the Frequency Magnitude graph, the three frequencies of the three component curves
become readily apparent; there are peaks at .4Hz, 1Hz, and 4Hz (Figure 12). Comparing with Figure 9
shows that this is correct as curves A, B, and C showed two, five, and twenty peaks in five units of time
corresponding to .4Hz, 1Hz, and 4Hz, respectively. Frequency analysis accurately identifies the
component curve frequencies from compound curve data. For the purposes of this work, the location
(frequency) of the peaks is more significant than their relative magnitudes.
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Figure 12. Frequency analysis example - contributing frequencies identified

5.3.2 Normal Device Frequency Spectrum
Applying frequency analysis to the raw data from the Automatic Testing Equipment (ATE) can yield
similarly useful results. During the testing sequence, the injection force is measured multiple times
across the device's maximum injection amount. The ATE samples the injection force at a rate of 500Hz
and each measurement lasts approximately two and a half seconds, with a little less than half a second
passing before the ATE fully engages the device mechanism. At that point the injection force

experiences a steep increase before leveling off, and the injection forces remains steady through the
end of the test run. This characteristic behavior of a normally functioning subassembly can be seen in
Figure 13.2 The force required to operate the mechanic is mainly composed of a constant step with

The values for the injection force axis are concealed for confidentiality, but all injection force graphs presented in
this thesis use the same scale so that direct comparisons between presented examples are valid.
2
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some small oscillations. This step response is the baseline injection force due to overcoming the testing
machine's resistance and various frictional actions within the device and is approximately the amount of

injection force the device is designed to require.

.

Normal Subassembly
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Figure 13. Injection force of normally functioning mechanic

Performing spectrum analysis on this data reveals the major contributors to injection force in normal
device operation. The FFT function in Excel requires the number of input data points, N, be a power of
two (i.e. N =

2 ),

so only the data from .5-2.5s are used (approximately two seconds of data recording

sampled at 500Hz easily gives the requisite 1024 data points). This real world data spectrum graph is
messier than in the preceding hypothetical example as there are many moving parts which contribute
some small amount. Additionally there is random white noise in the measuring electronics and
interference from the ATE's electric motor. Figure 14 still shows clear peaks at the frequencies of the
periodic force contributors within the mechanic.
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Frequency Spectrum of Compliant Device
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Figure 14. Frequency spectrum of normally functioning mechanic

There are strong spikes in magnitude at frequencies of 2Hz and 40Hz. These correspond to wellunderstood device interactions of the NS/T1 3 and the NS/ CL, respectively. Not shown is a very strong
spike at OHz, which represents the step response, non-periodic component of injection force. For most
devices the step component is the single largest component of injection force and so dominates the
frequency-magnitude graphs. It does not show much variation, even for non-conforming mechanics, so

it is omitted to make the periodic components easier to pick out. In non-conforming devices it is
generally the periodic elements of injection force which show a large increase and are responsible for
the high injection forces.

5.3.3 Code E Frequency Analysis
While frequency analysis has been performed on all force curve codes, the examples in this section and
the one that follows particularly show the unique advantages this sort of analysis can provide. Using

3

Part names are abbreviated for confidentiality.
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Code E as a model, this section demonstrates how frequency analysis can identify root causes which
were previously unknown. Figure 15 graphs the raw data from a Code E type failure which exceeded the
injection force specifications. 4 Note that while actual injection force values are removed for

confidentiality, the scale remains the same: this Code E failure exhibits a peak injection force more than
twice as high as the normally functioning device.

Code E Force Curve
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Figure 15. Code E injection force curve

There is a clear periodicity to the Code E force curve testing data. However, the exact nature of its
causes is not readily apparent when the device is opened and examined. Performing frequency analysis
reveals the major force contributors. Here in Figure 16, we can see this analysis performed as in the
preceding example.
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Appendix A: Representative Samples of Force Curve Types contains injection force curves for all of the

important high injection force codes.
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Figure 16. Code E frequency spectrum

A sampling frequency of 500Hz Excel's FFT provides information on the frequency coefficients from 0 to
250 Hz. As to be expected for a physical device, frequencies greater than 50Hz (not shown) do not
contribute significantly - nothing in the device is moving that quickly. Figure 16 has three clear peaks in
the lower ranges at approximately 2Hz, 4Hz, and 7Hz. There is also a much smaller but still noticeable
peak at 40Hz. The peaks at 2Hz and 40Hz were also present in the normal device, but the one at 2Hz
had a significantly lower magnitude. As before, we can use these frequencies to reconstruct the original
curve; this will prove that they account for the majority of the measured injection forces. The periodic
functions represented by each of these frequencies will have different amplitudes and may be phase
shifted as well. Figure 17 shows each of the important contributing curves as well as the combined
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curve which is the superposition of the contributing curves (note that the vertical offset of these curves
has been adjusted in order for easy display in a single graph).
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Figure 17. code E component parts & superposition

In order to compare with the original Code E data, an exponential decay term must be added to each of
the periodic functions. This models the "wearing in" of brand new parts as they move against each

other for the first time. Matching the combined reconstructed curve with the original Code E data
(Figure 18) shows solid correspondence between the two, confirming that the four frequency peaks
explain most of the Code E injection force curve. Some causes of variation between the reconstructed
curve and the original data include the lack of granularity in Excel's FFT (~.5Hz in this instance) and the

fact that only a portion of the characteristic frequencies from the device are being used to model it.
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Figure 18. Code E original force curve with reconstructed curve superimposed

5.4 Component Dynamics
With the frequency of movement for each of the contributing parts determined, it is necessary to match
this to actual mechanic components by examining the device dynamics. First the frequency must be
translated into number of peaks during the test. The time over which the force testing data is collected
being approximately two seconds, the frequency in Hertz (1/s or peaks/s) is multiplied by two seconds
to get the number of peaks per test. This number of force peaks per test corresponds to the rotations or
linear oscillations of the component which caused those peaks. For example, a frequency of 40Hz
corresponds to a component interaction which occurs 80 times during the force testing.

Table 3 shows which periodic component interactions were shown to be important for each failure code.
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Table 3. Part interaction movements responsible for high injection force for various force codes.

Code

#of rotations

4,8,16,82
A
82
C
4,
8,16,21,82
D
4,9,82
E
4, 8, 12, 16, 82
F
4,16,21,82
G
4, 9,12,16,21,24,82
V
4, 8, 12, 16, 21, 82
W
4,82
X
4, 8, 74, 78, 82, 86
Y
Normal Device 4,82
32,64,88
ATE

The movement of the mechanic during the test is well defined so the movement of each individual
component can then be calculated and matched. For example, the movement of a threaded part is
defined by the pitch, which is the distance between the threads. Each time the part completes one
rotation, it will move linearly by the pitch distance (Figure 19). Alternatively, if the linear travel distance
is known - as is the case with key threaded parts in the insulin injection device - the number of
rotations can be calculated by dividing the distance by the pitch. If there is a defect at that threaded
interface, this number of rotations will match with the number of force peaks calculated from the
frequency analysis.

Pitch-w-

Figure 19. The pitch of a threaded part.
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This analysis has been performed for all moving part interactions within the insulin injection device.
Table 4 shows the number of peaks/rotations for several different interactions. Matching the
information provided in these two tables identifies which specific part interactions are likely responsible

for a given high injection force code. One issue that arose is that many of the part interactions have
either the same number of rotations/movements or were multiples of one another. This requires extra
testing to match force peaks in the data to the correct part interaction, as explained in the next section.
Table 4. Some sample numbers of rotations/oscillations for component interactions

Part Interaction

# of peaks/rotations

Clutch ratchet arms + NS
DG+ DB
DB + Clutch
DB+DS
LS + Bearing
DS + DG
Body + LS
DS + LS
NS +TI

82
16
8
8
~80
4-8
2.7
2.7
4

5.5 Component Interaction Validation
Once the potential problem components have been identified through matching component dynamics
to force frequency data, the results need to be validated by retesting those components. By isolating
those components from other potential causes, their contribution to high injection force can be
confirmed.

The method for doing this is by disassembling the high injection force mechanic, and then reassembling
suspect component(s) with all new components into a new mechanic. This mechanic can then be tested
on the ATE, and if it shows the same high injection force behavior, the identified suspect component(s)
has been confirmed. At this point, these components can be CT scanned to check the exact physical
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dimensions which are behind the components' contribution to high injection forces. Testing of all
important failure codes was carried out in this way to validate the problem components predicted by
the frequency analysis. As a control, mechanics for which the defects are known were also

disassembled, reassembled in their entirety, and retested to show that using the same components will
cause the same force curve behavior. Through this testing, the root component causes for many codes
was determined.

This retesting also enables checking of force codes which could not be analyzed using frequency analysis
because of the non-periodic nature of their force curves. A factorial retesting of the components of
such a mechanic can show which components caused the high injection force. In this case, the retesting
takes much longer without the frequency analysis predictions, but it can still be quite effective in
revealing root causes.
For example, one such non-periodic high injection force occurs in force code H (Figure 20. next page).
The sudden peak partway through injection force testing does not seem to match up with any possible
component interaction. However, when the components were rebuilt and retested on the ATE, every
code H mechanic behaved exactly the same as a perfectly conforming, normal mechanic, with no
abnormally high injection force. Code H defects were then narrowed down to a particular ATE which
had new software recently installed, and the defects were eventually traced to a small fault in the
testing equipment.
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Force Curve Type Code H
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Figure 20. Code H injection force curve

6 Improvement
The process to change an approved medical device design or its manufacturing process is long and
difficult, requiring extensive testing and other evidence to prove to regulatory bodies that introducing a
change will not pose a danger to patients. Due to time constraints, completing such testing was out of
scope for this project; instead a number of smaller tests were run in order to identify potential areas for
future research. The focus here is on changes which could make the manufacturing process or injection

device design more robust to the most common manufacturing defects which cause high injection
forces. In this section, adjustments to the application of lubricant to the mechanic and modifications to
key mechanic components will be explored.

6.1 Enhanced Lubrication
In order to help components move easily, a spot of lubricant is used on the most important slidingrotational interaction. If for some reason this lubricant is missing, the injection force will be much
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higher, almost always climbing into the blocked range which immediately stops the test. While in-line
high speed cameras check for the presence of lubricant on the proper component during automated

assembly, it is a yes-no binary check. Neither Sanofi nor its suppliers has exact equipment for measuring
the amount of lubricant in an assembled mechanic or even after disassembly, so the effects of variations
in the amount of lubricant have not been well understood.
6.1.1 Code C and Lubrication
One of the more common force curves (Code C) has a sharp peak reaching the stiff level as soon as the
mechanic is engaged, then injection force drops swiftly down to that of a normal mechanic and
completes the rest of the testing without problems (Figure 21). Subsequent tests show no abnormal
forces, while disassembly reveals that lubricant is indeed present.

Force Curve Type Code C
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Figure 21. Starting peak force curve (Code C)

The similarities in shape, if not degree, in the Code C curves and those of lubricant lacking mechanics
suggest that variations in lubricant amount or placement could be the root cause for these
nonconformances. The very appearance of the curve suggests something of that kind, either of

insufficient lubricant needing to be spread around before having an effect or perhaps of a misalignment
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that snaps into place when enough force is applied. Furthermore, if variations in greasing have such a
large effect, there is potential that changes to the greasing process could help all mechanics operate at a

lower average injection force. Testing was thus carried out separately on the quantity of lubricant and
the amount of spreading over components during its application.
6.1.2 Grease Quantity Testing
For testing quantity of lubricant, the number of grease dots and the length of time the grease applicator
nozzle fired was varied along multiple set points. To confirm previous observations that mechanics
lacking lubricant usually test as blocked, a number of mechanics were also tested without any lubricant
at all. While mechanics completely lacking grease came up blocked per usual, injection force showed
increases in average and variance with the amount of grease (Figure 22). This suggests that too much
lubricant rather than not enough is the root cause of Code C failure types. More accurate
measurements of the amount of lubricant on a component will need to be developed in order to prove

that Code C mechanics have an amount of grease in excess of the norm. This testing does show that the
amount of lubricant must be carefully controlled by suppliers during the assembly process.

Effect of Greasing on Injection Force
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Figure 22. Effect of lubricant amount on mechanic injection force
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No Grease

The four levels of greasing shown in Figure 22 above are in order of increasing amounts of lubricant. The
two options for increasing the amount are using multiple grease spots and increasing the size of grease

spots. Adding a second grease spot doubles the amount of grease, while increasing the size has a much
smaller effect. Level 1 has one grease spot; Level 2 has one larger spot; Level 3 has two normal sized

spots; and Level 4 has two larger spots. Thus, the difference in grease applied between Levels 1 and 2
above is relatively small, while Level 3 is approximately twice that of Level 1, and Level 4 has twice the
lubrication of Level 2.

6.1.3 Grease Distribution Testing
Further testing was carried out with standard amounts of lubricant grease, with only the location and

spread varied. Greased components were manually moved to different set positions to change the
extent of lubricant coverage. At the extreme this involved ensuring that there was lubricant present at

the interaction site as soon as the mechanic was engaged. Some minor modifications of the automated
grease application machines would be required in order to implement this in practice at the suppliers.
The results of two different levels of grease spreading on the component are compared in Figure 23.
Statistical hypothesis testing (with 95% confidence interval) of the results shows no significant
difference in average injection force. One mitigating issue may be that lubricant spreading only
becomes important when parts are at the extremes of allowed tolerances. These results make further
efforts on controlling quantity of lubricant a higher priority that ensuring great lubricant spreading; this

is a recommended next step for Sanofi and the subassembly suppliers.
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Effect of Grease Spreading on Injection Force
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Figure 23. Effect of grease spreading on injection force

6.2 Modified Component Design
One of the few failure types with an undisputed root cause is Code X. These mechanics have an
unmistakable defect on the inside surface of a component which is at the key rotating/sliding interaction
within the device. As seen in Figure 24, a portion of plastic becomes bent inwards during material
handling or assembly, causing it to interfere with the movement of the component passing through it.
This leads to a distinctive injection force curve (Figure 25).
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Figure 24. Image of a Code X defect

Force Curve Type Code X
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Figure 25. Code X injection force curve

Although this defect is well known, it has proven difficult to prevent, and a design modification which
negates its effect would be of great benefit. A looser fit between components could provide less
resistance to their movement. Previous testing of a modified component with a larger interior diameter
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- allowing for more clearance between parts - showed no difference in mean injection force for
normally functioning mechanics. However, it was theorized that this design could make the mechanic

less susceptible to Code X style defects, as the greater clearance counteracts the interference from the
bent part. Therefore, mechanics were purpose-built with Code X defects using either the regular or the
modified component; results from testing are in Figure 26. The mean injection force for the modified
version was slightly higher, while the maximum injection force and variance for the regular component
was higher. Regardless, the Student's t-test shows that there is no significant difference between the
two tested sample populations; the modified component did not make a statistically significant
difference in the mechanic response to Code X defects. While further modification of components could
be tested, more extreme modifications would incur high tooling change costs and be more difficult to

gain regulatory approval. Therefore the recommendation of this thesis would be to focus on
preventative measures rather than design changes.
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Figure 26. Comparison of Modified and Regular Component
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6.3 Discussion of Results
The random nature of the types of failure modes experienced makes testing improvements problematic.

Unless parts are purposely fabricated with defects testing, it is impossible to know if high injection
forces were prevented by a design or manufacturing improvement. Furthermore, since the incidence of

defects which cause rejected batches is not tied to the batch mean injection force, improvements which
improve the mean injection force may not impact those scenarios. When failure type root causes are
identified, testing improvements on purpose-built parts can be done, but the large range of defect types
with relatively high incidence rates makes testing individually improvements for each type a laborious
process.

The insight that over lubricating the mechanic causes a rise in injection force argues for further study on
the effects of greasing on the mechanic function. A necessary prerequisite for this type of testing is the
development of methods for accurately measuring lubricant quantity and distribution on assembled and
disassembled components. Exact lubricant measurements would enable thorough causal testing of
lubrication and help in setting control parameters for the assembly line.
Having shown that the simplest design changes do not effectively make mechanics resistant to defects
caused during handling or assembly, there is an opportunity for studying more in-depth design changes.
Regulatory change requirements make this option much less valuable, so the focus should be on

preventative measures rather than corrective design changes.
The improvement testing discussed in this section reveals that these easily implemented design and
manufacturing changes would not provide the desired robustness to insulin injection devices. The

results from varying the amount of lubrication reveal clear opportunities for improvement, however the
inherent difficulties for improvement testing in this context makes further testing in other areas less
attractive.
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7 Recommendations and Conclusion
The problem solving efforts of the Sanofi team and the main suppliers have already had a significant
impact on the number of rejected batches. Halfway through 2013, Site Frankfurt Devices was on track

to have 33% fewer rejected batches than in 2011 or 2012. Many of the methods described herein have
played an integral role in providing high injection force root cause explanations to suppliers. This
constant feedback to suppliers has enabled them to improve device manufacturing and reach higher
levels of quality. There are still many opportunities to advance towards eradication of rejected batches,
and improvement remains vital as Sanofi continues to face increasing demand for its products.

7.1 Sampling and Testing Procedures
It is unsurprising that the supplier with the best quality record also has the most robust sampling and

device tracking system. This system should be standardized across suppliers to stabilize the quality of
incoming batches from all sources. While this may require modest investment in sampling automation
and tracking technology, it will support process improvements and ensure compliance with ISO random
sampling requirements. This will also require significant coordination of Sanofi's supplier management
and supplier quality teams with their supplier counterparts in production and quality. Roll out of this
system should start with newer suppliers and production lines to ease its implementation as established
production lines require waiting for planned downtime in order to make changes.

7.2 In-process Inspection and Control
The lack of any proven, easily implemented way to make mechanics more robust to manufacturing
variations or defects makes preventative methods all the more necessary. At multiple points in the
current assembly process high speed cameras have been implemented to check the success of key steps;
these methods should be expanded to cover new areas of concern as they are identified. One example
covered in this thesis is the Code X failure type which has a noticeable physical defect. Installing further
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in-process inspection will ensure that every occurrence of this issue is caught, which in turn supports
finding where it gets introduced into the process to prevent its recurrence. When frequency analysis

and factorial testing expose risks of high injection force, this well established method can provide closer
scrutiny at those process points.
In addition to increased inspection, learning more about the root causes of high injection forces also
recommends process points which require tighter controls. The issues of lubrication amount discussed
in section 6.1.2 Grease Quantity Testing reveal new means by which a manufacturing step can
contribute to mechanic failure. These should be controlled through supplier preventative maintenance
and operator procedures. As further areas of interest crop up, these will likewise need closer inspection
and tighter controls in order to continuously improve supplier quality performance.

7.3 Data Analysis Automation
In addition to providing new insights into the causes of high injection forces, the Fourier transform also
enables automation of data analysis and failure type categorization. Whereas before graphs of the data
needed to be compared in order to classify the device's behavior, Fourier analysis reduces classification

of force codes to a few characteristic frequencies for each, which can then be determined by automated
data analysis routines. This has been implemented with a computer program which automatically
retrieves, analyzes, and summarizes the data from an entire batch of mechanic testing. The ease and
utility of this method shows the value of further integrating this functionality into the quality testing
process. Adding Fourier analysis to the ATE data recording routines could greatly speed batch analysis;
even before the batch is finished running, the ATE could identify the force code and probable root
causes of any stiff mechanics.
Integrating Fourier analysis into the ATE would have the additional benefit of standardizing the analysis
procedures across suppliers as most use - or are in the process of implementing - ATE testing
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themselves. Automating this analysis at all supplier sites would provide a wealth of process information
- heretofore untapped - in addition to better equipping them to discover and root out problems before
mechanics arrive at Site Frankfurt Devices.

7.4 Conclusions
It has been the purpose of this thesis to describe the application of analysis techniques to a new field,
insulin injection devices in particular and, more generally, plastic injection molded parts. As proven by
the examples given, these tools deliver insight into testing data, and enable faster, more effective root

cause analysis. While proving that multiple batches had failed testing due to a glitch in testing
equipment has been an immediate benefit of this work, the long term impact on the batch acceptance

rate can be much greater. This will require synchronizing the efforts of stakeholders to implement best
practices in sampling and testing, analysis, and manufacturing controls in order to prevent the
recurrence of identified root causes. Sanofi has already made significant strides towards improving the
batch acceptance rate and now has the opportunity to further its efforts to meet ongoing volume
pressures and future challenges.
Even as new techniques have been successfully piloted in SFD's insulin injection devices, there are other

fields which could also benefit from their use. Techniques like Fourier analysis of the frequency
spectrum and factorial testing are widely used in a variety of disciplines, but there are many
opportunities to apply these tools as new product areas develop and grow, such as have been shown

here with injection devices. Hopefully this thesis stimulates and enables new applications of these wellestablished techniques to further manufacturing excellence.
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9 Appendix A: Representative Samples of Force Curve Types
The many instances of high injection force were codified by injection force curve shape. This grouping
assists in root cause analysis since rejected mechanics with the same force response likely have the

same physical root cause. For example, if all Code A's are found to have a certain defect, or were all
produced using a certain mold cavity, the root cause becomes obvious. This appendix contains
examples of the many different codes, highlighting the variety of ways mechanics express high injection
force. The time period of testing is the same for all graphs. The injection force axis gradations are also
the same, so valid comparisons can be made across the force codes.
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Figure 27. Code A injection force curve
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Force Curve Type Code C
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Figure 28. Code C injection force curve
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Figure 29. Code D injection force curve
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Figure 30. Code E injection force curve
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Figure 31. Code H injection force curve
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Figure 32. Code W injection force curve
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Figure 33. Code X injection force curve
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Force Curve Type Code Y
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Figure 34. Code Y injection force curve
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